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ShowPoint® in-out 
board - for 10 people
1 header module and 10 personnel modules

Styled in cool white with a striking accent colour. 
Names can be created using -
 1   Interchangeable letters - Supplied
 2 Computer generated printed strips
     Header - 222 x 16mm
     Indicator - 156 x 16mm
 3  Hand written - Insert card and pen provided

Supplied with easy to read characters which are up to 100% 
larger than some other systems. Name plates have a clear 
cover to prevent casual interference. Installation takes a 
matter of minutes, simply affix the mounting post to the 
wall and snap each of the modules in place. Anti-tamper 
strips supplied to lock name plates in position for added 
security if required. The versatile Showpoint® Kit can also be 
used as a modular directional signage system

Size H 534mm   
 W 534mm
 D 41mm

 

Size H 534mm   
 W 267mm
 D 41mm

 

Extra Letters  
Pack of 447 letters and numbers

 

Extra Letters 
Pack of 447 letters and numbers

ShowPoint® in-out 
board - for 20 people

2 header modules and 20 personnel modules

Styled in cool white with a striking accent colour. 
Names can be created using -
 1   Interchangeable letters - Supplied
 2 Computer generated printed strips
     Header - 222 x 16mm
     Indicator - 156 x 16mm
 3  Hand written - Insert card and pen provided

Supplied with easy to read characters which are up to 100% 
larger than some other systems. Name plates have a clear 
cover to prevent casual interference. Requires simple self 
assembly with fully illustrated instructions. All modules can 
be locked onto the mounting post with the 2 concealed 
anti-tamper locking strips for added security. The versatile 
Showpoint® Kit can also be used as a modular directional 
signage system

www.whitelightdisplay.co.uk




